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Health of earth’s waters measured
By STEVE ZIGLER
Daily Staff Writer
The health of the earth’s waters
is now being measured by an SJS
assistant professor of biology and
two NASA scientists.
Working in conjunction with John
Arvesen and John Millard of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Ames Research Center in Mountain View, Dr. Ellen Weaver has helped devise an instrument that can measure the chlorophyll content of water.
Chlorophyll is the green pigment
in plants used to conduct photosynthesis ---the process that harvests
the sun’s energy for growth and the
manufacturing of new food.
The technique could yield significant new knowledge about the natural
and man-made factors thataffect life
in the seas. It could also provide
warnings if pollution threatens to
curtail the productivity of different
bodies of water.
"Our experiments," said Mrs.
Weaver, "have two purposes --to accurately measure the productivity of
different bodies of water and to detect the onset of pollution."
The device, extremely fastandaccurate, is capable of measuring two

Prof, scientists measure waters
for signs of pollution, productivity
wave lengths of light scattered upward from beneath the surface of a
body of water.
One is the wave length of sunlight
absorbed by chlorophyll and the other
is a standard for comparison. The
instrument makes its comparisons
1,400 times a second and can record
changes in the abundance of chlorophyll instantly.
The experiments, financed by a
$26,000 NASA grant, have been conducted over several California bodies
of water from a Cessna 401 airplane.
From the air, a whole lake can be
mapped for its chlorophyll abundance
in about 20 minutes, Mrs. Weaver
said.
Monitoring tests have been flown
over the Pacific Ocean off San Fran-

cisco and San Diego, and over Clear
Lake, Lake Tahoe, Lake Berryessa,
San Francisco Bay and several
reservoirs.
As a particular body of water is
mapped by plane by Millard and
Arvesen, Mrs. Weaver simultaneously takes water samples by boat.
Fifty aerial tests have proved as
accurate as measurments made after
collecting thousands of water samples directly.
Noting the great variation in the
productivity of fresh and salt water
bodies, Mrs. Weaver said the richest
areas are the equivalent of the most
productive land areas, the poorest
are veritable deserts. "Between the
two extremes there may be 1,000

different levels of productivity," she
said.
However, unlike equivalent differences in production on land, relatively rich and relatively sterile
areas of the ocean look similar from
the decks of a ship, she said. "For
this reason," Mrs. Weaver explained,
"We are ignorant of the very extent
of the rich and poor areas."
Areas of moderate chorophyll
growth will be places where the fishing is good, according to the biologist. "In a world not only hungry,
but already far behind in providing
adequate protein sources to its people, sea food is potential salvation,"
Mrs. Weaver said. "We need to know
where these areas are, and to use

’

them with utmost wisdom."
While a moderate amount of aquatic plant growth is essential to the
survival of all species, too much
growth, the scientist said, can produce a disastrous cycle of events
whose end result may be the extreme
sickness or death of a body of water,
as happened to Lake Erie.
"Long before this happens," Mrs.
Weaver said, "there are changes in
the balance of the web of mutually
inter -dependent organisms, with a
change toward species undesireable
to man taking place."
Present pollution detection methods are based on analytical chemical
techniques which cannot give a complete picture of the ever changing
characteristics of mixing, trans.
porting and biological impact of water
pollution, she said.
While the first monitoring devices
developed at Ames were large and
cumbersome, the current version
is small enough to be hand-held. The
next step, Mrs. Weaver said, will be
to prove the device’s worth further
by taking measurements from aircraft flying at extremely high altitudes, and then to mount several
of the instruments in earth -orbiting satellites.
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Trustees okay abortion,
VD service on campus
The state college Board of Trustees voted last week to allow students at the 19 state colleges to receive advice on birth control and
abortions and veneral disease treatment from the campuses health centers.
The new policy will allow each college to expand its medical services on
a voluntary basis.
Any expanf,ion in services would
be financed by the mandatory studell+ fees which are paid each semester. Since SJS has already reached
the ceiling of $20 a year for student
body fees, the A.S.government would
have to finance any new health services through existing A.S. funds.
On campuses which have not yet
reached the $20 limit, an increase
of about $3 per student has been pre dieted.
The fees would be used to hire
doctors, nurses and other personnel,
and to buy equipment.

4:
I.

Gail Raoanut

Official harbinger of Christmas

It’s not Christmas at SJS without the Sigma NuDelta Gamma Swing-a-thon. Now in its 11th
year, the Swing-a-thon publicizes the toysfor -tots collection. The swing phone number

for those wishing to donate toys is 297-3369.
Tim Thompson and Kris Schick are part of thc
team that will swing until Friday.

Recruiters are back on campus
Boy, have they ever changed!
By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Feature Editor
The recruting is back. Not since
last March. when 13 students were
arrested as hundreds of demonstrators marched on the College Union
to protest "war related recruiting,"
has there been unrest at S.IS because
of on -campus recruiting.
And it’s very doubtful any trouble
will arise this time either, unless
protestors march with signs saying
"God out of Southeast Asia" or "Down
With God."
Father Robert McGuire, a Catholic
priest, will be on campus today in
Building Q, Apt. 4 to recruit students
interested in becoming priests or
brothers and doing missionary work
abroad.
"You don’t have to be a holy Joe
to be a priest," stressed Fr. McGuire, who looks more like a coach
than someone who would don vestments for benediction.
"We want regular down-to-earth
guys to be missionaries because they

have much more to offer," Fr. McGuire explained. "That’s why we’re
seeking college grads with varied
backgrounds."
"A priest who specializes only in
theology and deals solely with the
sacrament and spiritual life of people can’t cope with the real problems of today," he continued, "because in order to save a man’s soul
you have to save his body first."
Fr. McGuire represents the Mary knoll order of the Catholic church
which does the major foreign missionary work for the church, serving and helping people better their
lives In 18 countries in South America, Asia, and Africa.
"We want guys who are willing to
sacrifice themselves for their fellow man," Fr. McGuire emphasized.
"We need men who will make a lifetime committment as priests and
brothers."
According to Fr. McGuire, the
Maryknoll mission service is very
successful because the people they

help trust a man who has dedicated
his life, instead of just a few years.
"The people in the underprivilegec
countries don’t think a priest is just
a member of the CIA trying to take
over another country," he related.
"We’re not in these countries for
permanent committments," Fr. McGuirr added. "We just go there to
help them until the people can make
it themsc.vesthen we get out."

Students cop out
on police forum
San Jose Police expressed disappointment in the sparse turnout
of SJS students at a Police Community Forum Monday night at St. Patrick’s Catholic School Auditorium.
Meeting with approximately 40
people, Capt. Howard Donald, program chairman, had hoped a larger
number of SJS students would attend
the session.
Only two students were among the
40 persons present who turned up
to listen to the police officers who
patrol the campus and surrounding
area, even though the meeting was
held only two blocks from campus.
Police plan four similar community sessions before the end of the
year. The meetings are an attempt
to allow the community to air complaints with the police force and
that seemed to be the main focus
of most of the discussion.
Complaints ranged from one man
who was disturbed to hear a woman
answer when he phoned the police

Tijerina, 60’s fugitive, talks
Reies Lopez Tijerina, Chicano
leader and political activist from
New Mexico, will speak tomorrow at
8 p.m. in the Loma Prieta Room of
Admission is
the College Union.
free.
Tijerina created national headlines
in 1967 when he became the object
of New Mexico’s biggest manhunt
following a raid on the Tierra Ama-

Services which campus health centers will be able to offer for the first
time include:
Venereal disease education with
emphasis on a comprehensive program of social ramifications, prevention, and medical management.
Cancer detection with emphasis on
examination for detection of malignancies in the early states of the
disease.
Drug abuse education with emphasis on counseling and guidance as
a means of prevention with medical
treatment were indicated.
Family planning, but not including
any surgical procedure.
The trustees’ new policy also stip- ’
ulated "Costs of laboratory tests,
prescriptions, the dispensing of
drugs or other medications, and the
furnishing of contraceptive agents,
shall be paid by the student to whom
those services are rendered."

rilla Courthouse.
Tijerina was accused of partici
pating in the raid, but, by his own
defense, he was acquitted. At a later
trial, he was convicted on two state
charges stemming from the raid.
Recently released, Tijerina is on
a speaking tour of Bay Area colleges
discussing the injustices toward Chicanos and other minority groups.

department to a woman worrying
about the lengthy time police take
to answer calls.
Officers then divided into smaller
discussion groups and discussed
community problems at length.
In a separate interview with the
Spartan Daily, Capt. Donald discussed SJPD problems and students.
Concerning students -police relations Capt. Donald stated, "Most
youth are probably searching more
and are maybe suspicious of older
people in general."
"Perhaps police are more apt to
listen to the more radical ones (students). This might cause police to be
more suspicious."
The San Jose City Council recently ordered SJPD to give psychological testing to police candidates.
Our Peace Officers Association
asked for psychological testing,"
Capt. Donald pointed out. "Psychological testing and thorough background testing are extremely important."
He noted that the careful
screening of applicants still could
not prevent the presence of a "bad
coo."

Donald stated the minority attitude
towards police is "like students,
probably more suspicious."
"I think it’s natural for people to
be suspicious of people that are different than they are. They tend to
look upon police as a visual representative of the ’Establishment’,"
he said.
Capt. Donald believes that many
of the views heid by minorities are
shared by patrolmen.
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Earth Wise

Straight answers needed Ito
"I only deal with each day as it
comes.
--Mike Buck A S President
No answers and plenty of questions, that’s what the Spartan
Daily is faced with when it deals
with Mike Buck.
What answers we do get are
tantamount to nothing.
Buck dreams big dreams, about
continuing programs, cooperative housing and food markets.
We wish he’d come out of his
dream world and give us some details.
The above opening quote is an
example of how Buck likes to
answer questions. Anice philosophy, but no substance.
There’s more. Buck claims he
wishes to cut instructionally related program funding and
develop community co-ops.
Here’s where Buck shines as
an enigma.
When a Spartan Daily reporter
pressed for details about the cost
of his co-op plan, Buck replied,
"I don’t have any comment at
all."
He elaborated that the plan
would cost anywhere from $1
million to $10 million but that
he was unsure exactly.
He then requested that the reporter keep his comments off

the record.
"I don’t care to be quoted on
that," he explained.
Our confusion with Buck continues when we consider the controversy between the president,
Fantasy Faire and SCIP.
SCIP depends upon the money
it makes from Fantasy Faire for
a major portion of its budget.
Buck wants A.S. to control the
crafts show to insure that Fantasy Faire continue to run on
campus. He feels that SCIP can’t
give this security.
We think Buck has been attacking SCIP without justification all semester.
And Buck has made it quite
clear that he doesn’t like our
questions.
For the last few weeks Buck
has cancelled, usually without advance notice, the reular press
conferences he promised to hold
during his campaign.
Needless to say, we would like
some straight answers.
It’s obvious we’re not going to
get them from Buck.
That’s
too bad. We’d like to give student government the kind of respect it seems to think it deserves.
When you see the kind of stunts
that Buck has pulled this year
it’s a little hard to respect him,
or even to take him seriously.

B

This is for those of you who
think the devil never gets punched
in the nose.
A cement plant which had been
making life hell for the 85 residents of Fernley, Nev. by coating them daily with 27,000 pounds
of cement dust, is now forking
over $5,000 per person for general damages to their property
and $1.4 million in punitive damages to be divided up among them.
They lived more than 570 days

Phil Clausen

in "a world of dust" before a
cleaning device was installed in
the offending cement kiln, their
attorney said.
.
The judge called the Nevada
Cement Company’s dust pollution
"deliberate, wanton destruction."
They won’t do that any more.
In contrast, Kaiser Cement &
Gypsum Corp. of Cupertino, is
spending $3 million more to boost
their particle cleaning efficiency
to 99.9 per cent. They’re pre -

’The boy has got style’
In these days of senseless violence when crime and bloodshed
seem to be synonymous, and a
man may have his throat slit
for the price of a shoeshine,
America may yet have a redblooded, four -masted Robin Hood
hero to admire for his cunning,
good-natured larceny.
He calls himself "D.B. Cooper"
and last week he parachutedfrom
the rear exit of a Northwest Airlines 727 ietliner with $200,000.
The soft-spoken bandit sems
to have gotten clean away with
his loot, but more important, he
did it with style.
Old D.B. didn’t have to shoot
any cops, snatch any purses, kidnap any children, or beat up any
little old ladies.
He simply entrenched himself
in the back of an airliner, flashed
a "bomb" to the stewardess, and
demanded $200,000, four parachutes, and safe passage to Mexlc.
Remarkably, D.B. also let all
36 passengers and two crew
members leave the plane in
Seattle before taking off on a
slow, low level flight across the
Pacific Northwest.
Of course, the F.B.I. wasn’t
going to let even D.B. Cooper get
away with such a brazen hijacking, and cleverly, they were
waiting for him in Reno when the
plane landed to refuel.

But D.B. wasn’t there.
Somewhere between Seattle and
Reno, the fun -loving crook had
decided to change his itinerary,
and left the F.B.I. holding two
empty parachutes.
Strangely enough, however,
public sentiment seems to be
with the improbable hijacker.
Why?
Well, it’s not because he simply hijacked a plane. Any halfbaked psychotic can do that, and
usually winds up hurting a lot
of innocent people in the bargain.
No, D.B. Cooper has captured
the hearts of the public simply
by committing a g randstand
crime without grandstanding. Not
only did Cooper allow passengers to leave the craft safely,
but he managed to elude the
F.B.I., Air Force, and sheriff’s
deputies in three states without
a hitch.
That, however, is only part
of D.B.’s story because, having
pulled off a successful hijacking
he was thoughtful enough to leave
a "thank you" note with a Reno
newspaper.
It read, simply: "Attention:
thanks for hospitality -was in a
rut. D.B. Cooper."
The whole affair, from beginning to end, can only be summed
up in the words of that immortal
gambling figure Nick the Greek:
"The boy’s got style."

a

Potpourri
by Jim Murph

Once upon a time, over 30
years ago, a young man named
John Dillinger captured the nation’s fancy when he became Public Enemy No. 1.
Most people admired him because he was regarded as a sort
of gutsy somebody for robbing
banks and openly defying the police and FBI.
However, John’s career camo
to a bloody close seven .nonths
after it started when he Was gunned down outside of a Chicago
A few
movie house in 1934.
years after that, the country began coming out of the Depression and the admiration for John’s
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exploits began to fade away.
Now it’s 1971 and, once again,
a gutsy somebody is among us.
And, it’s none other than D.B.
Cooper. (See above editor;a1).
Unlike good ol’ John, D.B.
hasn’t robbed any banks.
No,
D.B. is definitely a man of our
day. He sky jJcked a jet for a
cool $200,000. And what’s more,
D.B. was courteous. He sent a
letter to a Reno, Nev. newspaper
explaining that he was in a rut
and expressing thanks. Real
class.
01’ John never did that. But
then, he never was known for saying thanks.

Pam Strandberg
editor

Bob Garioto

Sou e 1934

adertising manager
"A free press can of course be good
editorial board
or bad, but, most certainly, without
freedom it will never be anything but
bad"

Vol. 59

- -Alber t Camus
No. 40

Pam Strandberg
Bob l’ellerin
Barbara F:vano
Joyce Krieg
Ben Heed
Steve Papinehak
Gene filcHone

"The President is a weak man

A weak man is a dangerous man!"

Letters to the editor

Nixon-Humphre
Editor:
Minnesota Senator Hubert
Humphrey was recently quoted
in the San Francisco Chronicle
as saying "I look forward to the
opportunity of a rematch with
President Nixon next year."
Whether either of these individuals will be given that opportunity could very well depend on the
outcome of the numerous voter
registration and voter education
drives now being (or soon to be)
started by various organizations
across the country.
One of these organizations is
Fromlash, an independent, nonprofit national organization which
was founded in 1968 at the initiative of the United States Youth
Council, a coalition of 26 national
youth and student groups. Its pur pose is to assist young people in
organizing non-partisan voter
registration, voter education, and
get -out -the -vote drives in poor,
student and working class cornmunities.
A Frontlash group has now begun operating at SJS and we are
asking al! students who are interested in working in this area

Th is

rematch?

to please contact us at our table
in the College Unicn or to call
Front lash headquarters at 24:7
8821.
In order to register voters in
Santa Clara County, one must become a deputy registrar. This
involves taking a class g i v en by
personnel from the Registrar of
Voters Office and usually lasts
an hour at the most. One must
be a registered voter in Santa
Clara County in order to take
the class; they will register anyone who is not just before the
class begins.
Thus, we would also like to take
this opportunity to announce to
all students, whether interested
in joining Frontlash or not, that
there will be two classes held on
campus in the next couple of
weeks. The first one will be held
in the Almaden Room of the College Union on Wednesday Dec.
1, at 2 p.m.; the second will be
in the Pacifica Room of the College Union on Thursday Dec. 9,
at 7:30 p.m.
Involvement is the key. Peace.
John Merz
D36206

Buck the evictor

Editor:
The latest in a series of personal attacks aimed at discrediting Attorney General Steve Burch
was introduced last week in the
form of an eviction notice asking
Burch to "vacate your office
immediately."
The notice was
signed by none other than A.S.
President Mike Buck.
Throughout the semester
Burch has been the target of
much criticism and occasionally,
political game playing. Council
has acted to freeze his funds
($95), they also asked for a full
report from him and his 27
assistants describing in detail
what he has been doing since he
Now Buck has
was elected.
"kicked" him out of his office!
It is worth remembering just
a year ago when Councilman Buck
defied President Langan’s orders
to vacate the housing office and
was charaterized as the human
fly for his refusal, however noble
indeed!
But now Buck is in the president’s office and is doing the
landlord scene. However there
are three important differences
that make Mr. Buck’s actions

,W

all too uncomfortably unique:
Buck is evicting a duly elected
executive officer.
The notice results from obvious political rivalry, using
ideologies as criteria.
Buck has alienated many people who formerly respected his
non-political approach to student
government.
Perhaps Mr. Buck reasons that
he will teaah Burch a lesson, one
that he knows quite well, thanks
to Bill Langan. However, I susspect that the overshadowing reason for his actions is simply an
inability to tolerate differences
of opinion, rather than the superficial ones that were "officially"
giver
Rich Overstreet
A.S. Council
D27360
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Don’t just sit there.
You
must have something on your
mind.
Voice your opinion in
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily.

sently only hitting 99.7 percent
which cost them $7 million to
attain. But that isn’t good enough
because in July the Bay Area
Pollution Control District choked
$2,900 out of them for polluting
too much.
*
*
Then there’s the case of the
Tokyo businessmen who bowed
and scrapped their way into a
Buddhist temple and laid more
than $820,000 in cash on the table
and squeaked back out again,
their eyes flashing with the fires
of hell, guilty of negligence in
dumping mercury wastes from
one of their chemical plants into the Agano River.
Their act caused the death of
seven persons and harmed 43
others who ate fish from the
river.
It is the largest pollution fine
in Japan’s history and things
are picking up. More than 275
pollution suits are pending before the Japanese Supreme Court.
San Francisco Bay’s big buddy,
Standard Oil, was fined the maximum $2,500 penalty in October
for their January greasing of the
Bay when 840,000 barrels -worth
of fuel oil gushed from two colliding tankers.
Beaches were fouled for 50
miles around.
An estimated
6,000 birds were gooed to death
in the black plague.
In July, Standard dumped
30,000 more gallons in the Bay
for which it was fined the maximum $1,000 in a Richmond court.
But don’t think Standard has
only spilled twice. In the last year
alone these grease merchants
have had nine major oil spills.
Thanks to Standard, you no
longer have to add any oil to the
frying pan when you cook fish
or fowl from the Bay. They’re
ready to fry.
Standard is on court probation.
But the best way to register displeasure with them is don’t buy
their gas.
By July the Bay Area Pollution Control District had collected $7,650 worth of fines from
our local air polluters.
Ownes-Illinois Glass Co. of
Oakland led the list when it was
stung for $2,950.
Kaiser paid
$2,900 as mentioned.
Other Bay pags included Standard’s (who else?) Richmond refinery which has been cited for
violations at least once a month
for the past 15 years.
Talk
about hardened criminals!
They were followed by Southern Pacific Co. and then various
ships in the Bay with smokestack trauble.
The District processed 259
complaints in June, leading to
105 violation notices.
In a Louisville court, Friday
has been set aside to prosecute
what the judge calls "pollution
criminals."
And finally, a touching piece
about a little lady who struck out
against the badmen, while flat
on her back in a hospital!
Mrs. Silvia Gregory, from her
Burlingame hospital bed, saw
dump trucks making a masive
illegal fill in the Bay marshes
near San Francisco International Airport runway. She called
friends who, like herself, watch
the Bay for just such crimes.
The Army Corps of Engineers
halted the dump which had already
reached its hundredthor so truckload.
Call all this progress, or call
it "about time", the fact is, ecofreaks are no longer safe to pollute at will. The law is catching up to them.
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News Review

Nixons visitChina in Feb.
Compiled From Associated Press
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W ASHINGTON The seeming bamboo curtain of
secrecy surrounding President Nixon’s historic
visit to mainland China rose slightly yesterday.
At a press conference, White House press
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler announced that the
president planned to spend from Feb. 21-28 in
china, and at the invitation of Peking, Mrs.
N ixon will accompany him.
Promising that "there will be no deals made by
either side at the expense of other countries,"
Ilenrv A. Kissinger, Nixon’s top foreign affairs
advisor, told the news conference that although no
agenda has been set up the president plans to
talk with (’ommunist Party Chairman Mao Tsetung and Premier Chou En-lae in a "free -wheeling attnosplie re.’

Gun limits for S.F. cops
SAN FltANCISC()- -In a move patterned after
recommendations of the President’s Commission
on Law Enfor-ement and Administration of
Justice, newly named Police Chief Donald M.
Scott proposed yesterday to limit use of guns by
policemen and called for immediate suspension of
officers involved in fatal shootings.
Scott explained that policemen would be prohibited from firing weapons as warnings, and they
would have to "exhaust all other reasonable means
of apprehension and control" before firing.
If the proposal is accepted, officers involved
in fatal shootings will be suspended and put on
special duty status with pay until an investigation
has been completed.

Blast miscalculated

WASHINGTON --The C.S. Geological Survey
admitted yesterday to making a slight miscalculation in a formulae used to predict the force
of the Spartan missile warhead exploded on
Amchitka Island last month.
According to the formulae used, the blast
appeared to be only half as strong as it actually
was.
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Creation of SJS grad

Finally! An answer to used car lots
By CORY FARLEY
Daily Featrue Writer
The whole thing resembles nothing so much
as the main drag in Tijuana. You walk between
the rows, one hand on your wallet, and you’re
importuned from all sides:
"Here it is, baby. You’re the first one today."
"Hey, man, nice and clean. No sense looking
any further."
"Got a cherry right here.
Look it over."
Only when you check out what’s for sale do
you realize you’re in a sort of flea market,
a bizarre bazaar where, if you bide your time,
you should be able to find any kind of car you
could conceivably want.
The Public Auto Mart, in San Jose’s Capitol
Drive-in, may be the best thing to happen to your
basic, or fifty-cents-wortha-reglar, car buyer
since the advent of no -money -down.
The mart is the creation of Dan Darling, an
SJS graduate, and anyone who’s ever tried to buy
a used car should fall to his knees and give
thanks. What Darling has done is provide a place
where the prospective buyer can see a large
number of cars, and the prospective seller can
expose his wares to large numbers of buyers.
"Ah," you say, "but isn’t that just what a used
car lot does?"
Not exactly. When you sell to
or buy from a lot, you’re dealing with a man
who handles cars for a living. He’s a pro, while
you may have bought/sold four or five cars in a
lifetime.
You just can’t beat him, or even get
a fair deal unless you’re lucky.

free.
A ’40 Fuld coupe.
the history of the hot rod
Darling has an independent appraiser on the spot Everyman’s custom car of the early ’50’s,
who sets a value on each car. His report includes sat next to a ’49 Ford, which filled the same
body damage, tire wear, and anything else
position in the mid -50’s. Down the row was the
likely to need repairs. The ultimate price is set ubiquitous ’55 Bel Air hardtop, complete with fat
by the owner, but the appraisal gives a potential tires and trick engine, while on the end squatted
buyer something to go on.
a 1957 porthole T -Bird.
For 4,000 bucks you
Both sides get a better deal than they’d be could start a hot rod museum.
likely to get from a dealer. You’ve got to figure
For the buyer, the Auto. Mart is a good place
that if you sell your car to a dealer, he’s not
going to pay much better than low blue book for to see a lot more cars than you could cover in
days
of chasing down classified ads, at lower
it, and if you buy the same car from him, he’s
going to make a profit on it. At the Auto Mart, prices than you can find on a lot. For sellers,
buyers and sellers can split the difference and both it’s a good way to gain exposure to serious customers. So far, there have been five buyers for
come out ahead.
You’re also apt to find a wider selection of every seller, with several cars sold the first day
cars than most dealers will have. Last weekend, of display.
for example, Darling had an old London taxi, a
The Auto Mart is open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
brace of VW buses, and assorted cheap trans- Saturdays and Sundays in the Capitol Drive-in on
portation in various states of repair.
Snell Road off the Capitol Expressway west of
One row looked like a page from a book on Highway 101.

At the Auto Mart you transact directly with the
guy who has the car or the cash, as the case
may be.
Darling and his crew don’t enter into
the business at all, and they make no money off
the sales.
They take their profits from the $8
they charge each seller. For eight bucks you
can bring your car down forever or until it’s
sold, whichever comes first. Buyers are admitted

The American Dental Association is
sponsoring a program
called Dental Research
for College Students
which makes it possible for selected pre baccalaureate college
students to spend 10
weeks in a senior dental scientist’s laboratory this summer.
The program is open
to students planning to
work toward advanced
degrees in biological,
physical and behavioral sciences as well as
students oriented toward medicine and
dentistry.
Successful candidates will be placed
in laboratories where
they will participate in
research studies related to their primary
fields of interest.
Stipends of $825 are
provided during the 10 week period.

Women’s
Center
meeting
Now that space has
been allocated for the
Women’s Center, organizational work can
begin. The center will
be located in the basement of Building Z at
Ninth and San Carlos
streets.
An organizational
meeting will be held at
7:30
the
tonight
Guadalupe Room in the
Union.
College
All women may help
fix up the building and
set up an organizational structure.
Committees will be
formed to provide the
specific services of the
center. Such committees will include a
speakers bureau, library and literature,
information and referrals, switchboard,
phone, appointments,
scheduling, and many
other committees.
The Women’s Center is an effort to centralize information on
services for women.
Student Council allocated $1,100 for the
Jan.1 is the
center.
tentative opening date
for the center.

A conference will be
held in late August for
all student trainees.
Air travel will be provided by the program.
The deadline for applications is Feb. 15,
1972. For further information and application kits, contact Wal-

lace E. Breitman Jr.,
Center of Research,
Adm. 147. Ext. 2743.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

SANDWICH
SHOP
SPECIAL:

HOT DOG & A COKE
17C

Just present your
staff or ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
Cameras Projectors
Supplies Equipment
DEVELOPING
- PRINTING

WITH PRESENTATION
OF THIS AD.
NOV 29 DEC 3
1

Roight on, myte hit’s a London hack
The Public Auto Mart may
be the only place in California where you can buy a
genuine Metropolitan taximeter, with 1959 London

cab attached, for 625 pounds
sterling.
That’s $1500 in
pre -phase II money, but
stick around --you never
can tell.

Fremont schools

HOURS:

7""
7arn

9prn Mon. -Thaws
5pm Fridays

Representatives
from Fremont Unified
School District in

(across Iron, the Admin Bldg I

Can joJe
Camera Chop
215 SOl ’TR FIRST

Frontlash urges
voter sign-up
Frontlash is back on
campus, trying once again to start a voter
registration drive
here.
A nation-wide nonpartisan political action group, Frontlash
registered voters during September at SJS
but then disappeared
from campus.

ing class to become deputy registrars.
Deputy registrars
are paid 10 cents for
every voter registered.
Merz is available in
the daytime at extension 2916 or at 29E3746 at night.
ALL THE SPAGHETTI I
’YOU CAN EAT-’l.00
I hi :holes girlie brill
wt1h ASS card
I
III SY RF:F.,
I
I RE5T11 KANT

John Merz, MS student, is interested in
getting the F’rontlash
registration drive off
the ground again. He
said that he needs students who are willing
to take a one -day even-

172 E. Santo aura St.’

Att

HUNTER’S
Office Equipment
Student rates on
sales, rentals,
service
71 E. Son Fernando

A Sagittarian likes to
share his experiences.
Even his Schlitz Malt Liquor.

MATCHMATES

IJust For
’ The Two

Sagitiarians are good -vibes people. And Schlitz Malt Liquor goes
down well with Sagittanans Because Schlitz Malt Liquor
is Taurus. the Bull. Known for its dependable good
taste, and sociability.
People under your sign love freedom and like to take on a challenge. Taking
a risk rinesn’t bother you You’re independent and spirited. You
whatever you think, and sometimes you can be pretty blunt.
Despite the fact that you’re plain spoken, people like you because
gifted with bright optimism and an uncanny Intuition. And there’s nothing
you like better than sharing your ideas with friends.
Your ruling planet, Jupiter, gives you a lively, almost compulsive Interest
in people. And people sharing good times is what Schultz Malt Liquor Is
all about You always introduce your friends to the Bull, because
got the stuff you admire Sagittarius and the Bullyou’re both brave,
bold, and proud

Of You

say

you’re

DIAMOND WEDDING PINGS
111 M

he’s

ON ANY PURCHASE

10th St. Pharmacy
10th end Soots Clare

294-9131

SAGITTARIUS,
NOV. 23 -DEC. 21

and up

BRING THIS COUPON
AND SAVE

$1.00

01971 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. Milwaukee and

ELECTRIC
PORTABLES
t
$75

southern Alameda
County will be on campus Thursday, Dec. 16,
to interview teacher
candidates who will be
available for placement Feb. 1, 1972.
Elementary teachers for grades K-6 and
secondary teachers in
all subjects except social studies are eligible for interviews.
Appointments for interviews can be made
Tuesday, Dec. 7, in the
Career Planning and
Placement Center,
Bldg AA, 122 S. Ninth
St.

Nobody makes ma r liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.

WI WM
11 IWO nrw
X? lOw Owen rap

mi .1.4.

.4 I

r L mat

f.’

275 E. San Fernando

MirfirliVirrrIfIFY

seek new blood

s’

BREAKFAST -LUNCH-DINNER

Jesus Garza

dt

1.s.dAk

Dental program
open tostudents

EUROPE

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast Fly
One Way From $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP-SJSC Members

011, DI great
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Songs recite
Jesus’ birth

Odetta
concert

Folk singer Odetta,
acclaimed by critics
as an outstanding voice
in American folk
music, will visit SJS
tomorrow night at 8 for
a concert in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Her material includes work songs,
children’s songs, ballads and Black spirituals.
Tickets for the performance, sponsored
by the A.S. Program
Board, are on sale in
the Student Affairs
Business Office for
$2.50 gene ral admission and $1.50, students.

Black folksinger
Folk songstress Odetta, who has made
over 15 albums, appears in concert tomorrow night at 8 in Morris Dailey

HOT SUBS
CHEESE COMBO
MEATBALL
BEEF 8 B
HAM COSMO
L INGUICA
HAM SPECIAL
RIB EYE STEAK
CHEESE STEAK
CAPICOLLA COSPA0
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
Food Sta

Mother Courage,"
An epic war drama by
Berton. Brecht with
music by Paul Dessau,
will be presented tomorrow, Saturday and
Dec. 8-11 in the College Theatre at 8:15
p.m. by the SJS Drama
Department.
The season’s second
play, directed by Dr.
Paul Davee, stars Pat
Kyle in the title role

Sal’.
Iuh Shop
858 N. 13th St.
289-9368

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF!
Special Student Rental Rates

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
manual

electric

1 mo.--$8.00
3 mo. ---$21.00

$12.50
per mo.

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.
24 South Second - 293-6383 - Established 1900

IKE & TINA
TURNER
AND

"TOWER OF POWER"
2 Performances Only!
7 30 p.m. and 10-30 p.m.
Saturday - December 11th
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets $3.75-$4.75-$5.50
On Sale: San Jose Box Office
246-1160
1.1

ffl
PREPARATION FOR FEBRUARY
LSAT
ATGSB

BEGINS JANUARY 8TH
Preparation for tests required tor admIsaeon to
post graduate Schools
Six -session courses Smaller groups.
Taped lessons for review or unattended class.,
r.ourse material constantly updated.
’rime study material prepared by experts ,n each I
ield.

ain

us
-

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Since

1938

4111

In San Francisco Bay Area 1408) 175-8374
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price is too dear, we
can’t afford it. War
has no place in civilization anymore and
never was civilized,"
stated Dr. Davee.

with Don Russell,
Teresa Bothe andGary
Voss playing her children.
The drama, written
by Brecht in the 1930’s
while a refugee from
Nazi Germany, is the
story of a woman and
her family during the
Thirty Years’ War.
Mother Courage
lives off the war by
selling goods to both
sides. As the plot develops and her profits
increase her children
are killed, she loses
a chance to marry and
finally returns to the
life of a peddler.
Director Davee said
that "she has no other
choice, if you see her
as a symbol of motherhood. Lots of mothers
would disown it, but
they put up with war
and do what they have
to do."
"The play’s statement is a very objective picture of the
meaning of war: utter
futility --an abomination on humanity. Its

English
flick at
program
"Hocking Horse
Winner," featuring a
10 -year -old boy who
picks horse race winners by riding his own
rockinghorse, is the
free Wednesday Cinema tonight at 8 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The 1950 English
import, from a work
by D.H. Lawrence, involves a family which
is always in debt, causing the boy to resort to
horse handicapping.

ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

WITH SPECIAL GUST BADS

Conductor

Zubin Mehta, born in India, is in his
10th season as conductor of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic.
His concert
with the orchestra last Tuesday was
greeted with a standing ovation by the
Flint Center audience.

ALBERT KNG
Dcri Hks &His Hot licks
THURSDAY, DEC.?; 8:00PM
Berkeley Community Theatre

L.A. orchestra excellent

912 Town & Country Village
(Stevens Creek & Winchester)

GRE

are the medieval
"Trois
sounding
Chants de Noel" by the
Swiss composer Frank
Written for
Martin.
soprano, piano and
flute, the works will
feature Miss Jain
Fletcher, flutist.
Following will be
five of Hugo Wolf’s
many songs dealing
with the birth and life
of Christ: "Aufein
altes Bild," "Auf eine
Christblume I," "Auf
eine Christblume II,"
"S c h a lfendes J e sus kind" and "Die ihrSchwebt."
Closing the program
will be a group of seven
from Paul
songs
"Das
Hinesmith’s
Marienleben."

CINEMA 150:11,

Epic war drama
opens here Friday

COLD SUBS
COMBINATION
HAMS CHEF
HAM
TURKEY
CAPICOLLA
HAMBURGER
CHEESE BURL)

1

Auditorium.
She is known for her
exuberant style and sincere rendition
of Black spirituals and blues.

A recital of songs by
Miss JeallieGarson
dealing with the birth
of Christ will be presented tonight in the
Concert Hall at 8:15.
Assisting Miss Gar son will bepianistJohn
Delevoryas. Currently assistant professor
of music at SJS, Miss
Garson recently guest
soloed with the SJS
Symphony Orchest r a
and in a benefit recital.
After a period of
television, opera and
recording in Europe
and the eastern United
States, Miss G a r son
joined the SJS Music
Department three
years ago.
Opening the recital

1b00 t Cant ne, sA TALLAR

Lti

Mehta

played his characteristic style of conducting, complete with vigorous slashing movements of the arm.
In contemporary
composer Prokofiev’s
"Suite from the ballet’
Romeo and Juliet,"
Mehta again acted as
a guide to unite the
well -coordinated orchestra to make an excellent musical interpretation.
The five sections of
the "Romeo and Juliet
Suite" were about as
diverse as the entire
program which Mehta
presented to the enthusiastic audience.
"The Montagues and
the Capulets" was a
harsh musical depiction of the conflict between the rivaling families while "The Balcony Scene" was sweet
and whose theme was
carried mainly by the
string section.
Prolsofiev’s version

By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Fine Arts Editor
Music is for listening, not viewing, but
to see Zubin Mehta,
dynamic 35 -year -old
conductor of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic,
is a visual experience
in itself.
The Indian -born
Mehta led the 104 member orchestra in
a two and a half hour
program comprised of
the music of Mozart,
Prokofiev and Brahms
to a full house in Cupertino’s Flint Center
last Tuesday evening.
Opening with the
classical music of Mozart, his Symphony
No. 31 in D, K. 297
(Paris)," Mehta dis-

GRADUATE

A & M
REcoit DING-STARS

EARTHQUAKE
WED. DEC. I
AT
THE

WAREHOUSE
18 & OLDER .1 DM I TIT,I)

dynamic maestro

R ..... ch end write in your two
field tor money.
WILLIAMS PUBLISHING
P
0. Box 4an,
IL
411110
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141-19111
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core piece, Dvorak’s
"Slavonic Dance No.

re
$139..
$216; ;
PRINCETON PLAZA
$ 13.R. :

I

Allen’s

BANANAS
plus

A double decker hamburger delight. Two 100% pure beef
patties, a slice of melted cheese, crisp lettuce, and our
special sauce. Plus golden brown French fries,
and a large cola. It’s a feast. At a bargain!

Cold Turkey

We always treat you right...
Otter good through Sunday. Dec 5
SAN JOSE 415 and Son Fernando

11/

IIMess* roan ma Inform/nen en Ile.,"

Coming Dec. 16 - Elvin Bishop

of "Romeo and Juliet"
was more hard-hitting
and emotional than
Tchaikovsky’s work of
the same name, and
Mehta did his best to
bring out this quality.
It was evident, to the
orchestra and the audience, that it is Mehta
who mentally interprets each composer’s
work which the orchestra then musically expresses.
The final work was
Brahms’ well-known
"Symphony No. 4 in E
Minor, Op. 98." The
first movement, allegro non troppo, was
done in a regal and
grand manner, reflecting the romantic style
prevalent in Brahms’
music.
Undoubtedly, Mehta
did an excellent job in
leading the L.A. Philharmonic in an almost perfect performance.
Conducting the orchestra for 10 years, Mehta
knows the abilities of
musicians well.
As expected, Mehta
concluded the concert
with an additional en -
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The battle
rages on...

Author depicts
U.S. revolts
ugoslavian author
and lecturer, Milorad
Drachkovitch will discuss, "The Two American Revolutions," in
the College Union

Umunhum Hoomtomorrow at 12:30 p.m.
Dr. Drachkovitch
will cover what he sees
as 20th Century revolutions in things and
ideas; what he calls,
"subjective and objective" revolutions.
The lecture, which
will be followed by a
short question and answer session, is sponsored by the Committee for Honorable
Conservatism.

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
Festering Heated Waterbeds
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF WATERBEDS,
WATER SOFAS, AND EASY LINE FOAM CHAIRS.
9r

WATERBEDS ,FROM 125.00

VIM

’Rlaht ei Prices’ Belt Q.sIIty
Student (S.J.S.) Owned 8 Operated sial.‘"
San iota

1850 W. San Carlos 294-1455

If It Sometimes Seems As If
Everyone’s Got The Bug,
It’s Time To Find Out Why

av

Ron Mits

Toes tell tip

Becky Reed and Richard
Furman, both junior art
majors, gaze at one of the
traffic signs devised by one
of their classmates. Becky

and Richard are members
of a class assigned to create
"aesthetic" traffic signs for
California.

The College Union
Board of Governors
(CUBG) entered the
controversy over
sponsorship of this
year’s Fantasy Faire
last week when it moved to allocate the College Union space to the
A.S. Program Board
for the Dec. 7-15 date.
Following a motion
by student member
Terry Speizer, the motion passed 6-0-4 with
all six yes votes cast
by students and the four
abstentions by faculty
and administrative
members.
The Program Board
reserved the College
Union space in August
and plans a Christmas
Crafts Faire, Dec.
7-15. The A.S. Judiciary later gave the
Student Community Involvement
Program
(SCIP) sponsorship.
SCIP has sponsored the
Fantasy Faire in the
past.
The motion was presented as a reaffirmation of theboard’s first
come, first served policy for College Union
space.
A.S. Pres. Mike
Buck and Program

Art class project

ND,
NOT ND"

Beauty and the road sign

See JIM RAMSAY
ALMADEN
VOLKSWAGEN
911 W

CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY SAN JOSE

By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Feature Editor
Stop stop stop.
Three stops on a stop
sign, ten bare toes proclaiming "pedestrian
crossing" ...these are
some new traffic signs
you may encounter along the roadside
someday soon.
Two designs classes
at SJS htive recently
finished an art proiect
where they, were
assigned to "devise
aesthetic highway
signs."

265-4400

"The signs were
suppose to be exclusively for California -that is they wouldn’t
work anywhere else,
because only meaningful California symbols
would be used," explained Mrs. Evelyn
Carson, teaching both
classes.
"Of course, the sign
itself wouldn’t interfere with the message
in the signal," she continued.
Mrs. Carsonsuggested the project be-

cause she believes
present signs can be
improved both artistically and in their
functions.
"I try to assign problems that are of immediate interest to
students, but can also
be put into practical
application," she remarked.
Members of the
class feel the project
is "worthwhile."
"I
really think the signs
are ugly that they have
now," claimed junior

art major, Becky Reed.
Becky and another
member of one of the
classes, Richard Furman, also a junior art
major, will soon go to
the Department of Motor Vehicles with the
student works, and
present the idea of
more aesthetic signs
to the officials there.
If the project is accepted it could be a
start in making signs
more significant and
pleasing to see.

Organic Groceries
478 S.10th Str.
2873100
unfillerad
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Memorial fund
SJS’s Financial Aids
Office is now accepting
applications for the
Helen Dimmick Loan
Fund, established in
memory of the late associate dean of students, Helen Dimmick.
The fund was established upon the Miss
Dimmick’s retirement
in 1957 and provides
money for short term
and emergency loans.

Miss Dimmick, who
died this fall at 83,
was an active participant in student affairs.
She served as adviser
to many campus organizations including
Freshman Camp, Panhellenic Council and
Black Masque.

Buckley rerun
William F.Buckley’s
recent SJS
speech will be rebroadcast tonight at 6
on campus radio station KSJS, 90.7 on the
FM dial.

Literary prowl
Reed Magazine, the
SJS literary and fine
arts publication, is now
accepting manuscripts
for its spring issue.
According to Reed
Editor, Chuck Edwards, "We’re basically looking for
poetry and fictional
short stories. We’re
also interested in student photography and
other similar forms of
art."
Student works may
be turned into FO Rm.
102 at anytime.

A good priest could
be a good anything

Pre-reg sign -in

Free movie

All aeronautics majors should see their
advisers tomorrow to
have program cards
singed prior to preregistration for the
Spring semester, the
Engineering Department has announced.
Pre -registration for
the Engineering Department will be held
next week, and aeronautics majors are required to have program
cards signed by an adviser.

"The Making of the
President, 1968," a
film based on Theodore
H. White’s highly popular book of the same
.name, will be shown
face in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, Friday.
Sponsored by the Political Science Association, the film will be
shown at 10:30 a.m.,
noon, 1:30 and 3 p.m.

Faculty

talk

Dr. Philip Blair of
the Mechanical Engineering Department
will discuss technology
and civilization in light
of Jacques Ellul’s "The
Technological Society"
at the faculty book talk
today.
The talk, which will
be held at 12:30 p.m.
in room A and B of
Spartan Cafeteria, is
open to all faculty
members and students.

80 MINUTE
TRIBUTE
TO AfAl T DISNEY’S
FABULOUS
C Ak T 00 N
CHARACTERS

Board Chairman Ron
Bergman stated that
since the Program
Board had reserved the
sapce before SCIP, it
should have the option
on the space for any
activity.
Robert Martin, dean
of student services,
felt the board should
not intervene inthe
Faire question, which
he sees as an A.S.
government affair.
The Pacifica Room
on the C.U.’s upper
level will now be a nonsmoking area after a
unanimous board action.
College Union
Director Ron Barrett
and staff members
found that only one person in 120 was smoking in the room during
a two-day survey.

MAD Aia4.611ST
NOBLDEOZIOIREPUCK
MICKEY
DONALD’S CRAZED
NEPHEWS
PLUTO
BL AGCCIFUTE
CHIP ’N DALE
AND MANY UTHERS
AL!. IN GLORIOUS TECI1
NICOLOR

FRI. & SAT.
DEC. 3 & 4
SAN JOSE
MUNICIPAL AUD.
MONTGOMERY
THEATRE

* NOW OPEN *

ADULTS: $1.50
CHILDREN: $1.00

State Book Shop’s

7 & 9:30 P.M.

ECONOMY ANNEX

SHOWS ARE CONT:

Over 5,000 Used Books
9c to 90C
/ C8,o13mreowInse

COME ANY TIME
MARKET &

State Book Shop

SAN CARLOS

389 S. First, Si. CY7-4197

This girl has
reservations.
BARBARA EDELL / 244-6671
Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a
day, connecting Northern and Southern California. At
lowest air fares. So when you want to go, just call. It’s a
free service. (Sorryno free seats We really have
reservations about that PSA gives you a lift.
1
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from NORTHFACE
* Warm Down Clothing
* Sleeping Bags
* Pocks 8, Tents

Be Super Big
ON CAMPUS

from LOWA
*Hiking, Climbing & Treck’n Beets

If you graduate from Maryknoll College, you’ll be ready to face
many different worlds. Because at Maryknoll we teach more than
history, sociology, anthropology, the arts and the sciences. We prepare
people to work in different cultures and amon.1 different peoples.
Because we want Priests to be able to talk to many peoples as
easily as they talk to God. A Priest who only knows religion is
somewhat of a bore.
So if you graduate from Marylcnoll you could be a good anything.
Or you won’t graduate.
FOR 1 \FOR 11 VII ON CONTACT;
Fr. robert c. mcguire, m.m.
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MOUNTAIN LIFE
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Students play games
in annual tourney
The third annual All Campus Games Tournament, with competition
in men’s and women’s
bowling, billiards, table
tennis, chess and bridge,
is set for Dec. 10-12
in the College Union

Games Area.
Applications, for the
events are available at
the games area desk.
Entry fee is $1 per sport.
Students may enter
as many events as desired

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
The handyman cometh

Bill Noyes

It’s the first of December. Cold
winds blow, rain falls, and the days
are turning into nights before they
did yesterday. Some hardy students
brave the damp, squishy grass, but
most have finally moved into a warm

ANNOLIN(11,nh

classroom(s.) But for SJS grounds man, Kenneth Ellsworth, the work
has just begun ---leaves to rake,
walks to sweep, trash to pick
up. . .

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

Chamber’s publicity
chairman, encouraged
all SJS Chinese co-eds
to participate in this
beauty pageant which
offers scholarships
besides the free trip as
prizes to the runnersThe runners-up
up.
include first princess,
Miss Chinese Chamber

of Commerce, and Miss
San Francisco Chinatown.
All accepted contestants will be invited to
a two-week, expense paid trip to San Francisco to participate in
the Chinese New Year
festivities in 1972.
Judging of the beauty

An invitation has because "it really takes
a little longer to get the
been extended to all
SJS students by Bishop message."
The meetings are
Nippo Syaku to attend
Buddhist and Zen meet- held Fridays at 7:30 p.m.
- Electrics
ings.
For the past three
- Standards
years Bishop Syaku has
- Portables
been leading a group in
San Jose, concentrating
Adding machines
on the study and practice
Several items are
also
of Buddhist and Zen reported as stolen from
teachings.
the car of Winston C.
Bishop Syaku wants Powell, 518B, WistHall,
students who have Monday an SJS Campus
attended before to return Security report states.
A spare steering
wheel, a suede coat, one
pair of Levis, one pair
of coveralls, a chrome
rim and tire and a
To all students with ASH cards and facultv

at 430 S. 13th St., San
Jose. Admission is $1
per session and there is
now room for 10 more
participants.

Theft goes o

(11,1SONESS MIACHinal
170 Sotalfi Sa c ond St
2116 2610

10% DISCOUNT

Fiat Renault Peugeot
NEW low as

NEW low as

NEW low as

1799. 2399.
1499.
Complete line of used cars
All makes and models available
See the new Front -wheel drive R-12
The exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster
The economy and luxury of the 504 Peugot
Bank Financing
5 1/2% Interest

Leasing
Rental (’ars

Test Drive
any New Ca

MOTOR IMPORTS
STAR
375 S.
Market

286-6500

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING
OF AN ON -CAMPUS
TRAVEL AGENCY
Professional Travel

Service for Students
Faculty & Staff
Student Stand-by
Cards/Tickets
SPARTAN
Eurail Passes
TRAVEL MART
Charter Flights
LOWEST AIR FARES TO
Downstairs in College Union
ANY DESTINATION
287-2070
Never a Service Chargem."-Pn. 9’3."

KOME 98.5 FM presents

Arlo
Guthrie
AND

Ry
Cooder
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Friday - Dec. 3rd - 8:30 p.m.
Tickets $4 advance - $4.50 at door
On Sale: San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
(Stevens Creek & Winchesier)
246 - 1160

In

horn kit were listed as
the items stolen. The
total loss is estimated
at $129.50.
The report contends
that entry into Powell’s
car, parked at Lot #8,
south Eighth and east
Carlos Street, was made
through an open window.

Sparta Guide 1,
TODAY
DISABLED STUDENTS UNION, 2:30 p.m. C.U.
Guadalupe.
SAM, 1 p.m., Bus. 207. Board meeting to select
award recepients.
SAM, 7 p.m., C.U. Pacifica. Election of officers.
CALIFORNIA CITIZENS FOR MUSIUE, 651 Lan fair Drive, San Jose. All persons interested in
267-2169.
attending meeting contact Richard:
PI SIGMA ALPHA, 2:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
Margaret Murphy, chairwoman of San Jose
Planning Comission, will discuss citizen participation in municipal government planning.
MAC, noon, Bus. 316.
CIRCLE K, 5:45 p.m., CLU. Almaden.
KOREAN STUDENT CLUB, 7p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
THURSDAY
I.C.S.C., 5 p.m., Intercultural Center, 10th and
San Fernando streets. Topic will be "Tuition."
A1ESEC, 8:30 p.m., 215 S.12th St. All students
interested in International Job Exchange Program
welcome.
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 7:30 p.m., 434 E.
Williams.
RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD, 12:30 p.m.,
student lounge in Per. Open to all recreation
majors.
"MAKING OF A PRESIDENT 1968", 10:30 a.m.
noon, 1:30, and 3:00 p.m., Morris Dailey Audit
ANTHRO CLUB, noon, CH 236.
SJS SKI CLUB, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Umunhum.
Ski movies will be shown.
BIO PHOTO CLUB, 1:30 p.m., Sci 142.
Ed
(’ismondi will talk on extension equipment for
35 mm camera."
SOCIOLOGY CLUB, 12:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
Nominations of officers.
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, 3 p.m., 450
C, Business Tower.
Administrative assistant
to state senator Alfred Alquist will discuss legissature in action.

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
-LOW RATES--

SILVA

commete motor service
service smog devices
brake tune-uo lube

CARE TO
SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr. & arrists needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer.
phone 287-9803 or 371-6690.
1DNE Y MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co-ed who can’t afford
the expense
900,000 Betty Crocker
Coupons (deposited at info booth of
stud Union) by Dec. 10 will pay.
for machine
Please help of you
can!
HUMANIST COMMUNITY of S.J For
the non -theistic searcher. For free
info. write P.O. BOX 881. San Jose
95106 or call: 294-5017
ALL FOR ONE presents a Boat Ride
& Dinner Dance. Dec. 3, 1971. For
info. call Black Studies Dept.
SPECIAL SHOWING-"Citizen Kane,"
Tuesday, Nov. 30 at 3, 6 & 9 p.m..
Morris Dailey Auditorium. 500
FRIDAY FLICK! Out of Towners 7
& 10 P.M. Morris Daily Aud. 513C
NOTICE: ALL POTTERS
Beautiful high quality treadle wheels
complete with wedging table. Student
cost only $125 at "Petters Place" 76
Phone 283-3813
E. San Fernando.
WANT to become involved in a worthwhile project?
The Jack Douglas
School for emotionally handicapped
adolescents is desperately in need of
volunteers to work on a one to one
basis. The center is located et 619
N. lit St., Sac Jose. If interested,
call the center M -F from 9-3 at
1275-83851 or volunteer coordinator,
Lynn Bundy 1294-36471 in the evening for more information
MOVIE "Making of the President 1968"
10:30, noon, 1:30 end 3 pm. Morris
Fr..
D. 3rd. Sens by
Dailey.
Pol. Sci, Asir.. Open 10 .11
AUTOMOTIVE in
’63 TR 4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Van good condition
Must sett.
S2?0 or begt offer
Chuck Dodd
245-1618
’64 SAGO -RED, w -wheels, very clean
$695
’62 CHEV-Very good condition. New
tires 2-dr. $329 Call Tom: 736-7241
WESTCOASTER
3 -WHEEL MAIL
TRUCK.
$125 or best offer over
Call after 6pm 292-6427
70 TRIUMPH TB 8 150 glean. Excl.’
cond. Many accessories $1000. Size
7-1/8 helmet
$70 value for $20.
287-1253
’
1370 YAMAHA 250 ENDURO - Al.
extras, see to appreciate, 5550 287,
6975
V.W. & IMPORT ELECTRIC REPAIR.
New, rebuilt & used parts Herbert
German Motors. 456 E SanSalvador.
Call 295-4247
’611. MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, power
steering, fastback, Superb.
$1995 or best offer 293-4583 WWI
3 P M

Good cond.

1166 VW BUS Koni shocks camber
compensator. Rebuilt trans. extract.- exhaust $1100 firm Call Bill 28E4954

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbecks, records and books.
1/2 price. Quislity books & records
purchased.
Top prices pind-cash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
ssoplementils, classics. RECYCLE
186 So. 2nd St. 286-6275
THE PISCEAN
35 S 4th 1/2 block north from SJS
library King -queen complete beds
$46.00 Double $42.00 Twin $33.00.
Frames $14, liners $1 heaters $35
and up
10 year guarantee on all
beds
Also water sofas, modern
& organic furniture, tapestries Mellow sales people. 35S. 4th.
WATERBEDS: Complete -g74-Size,
$45.95.
Including Far -Out Finished
Frith.. Aqua Snooze. 1415 The Alone.
12-8 Maro.-Sat. Ph: 286-3544
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage.
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S.
7th St. Ph. 293-8656
-In
NIKKOR 300nun lens, unused.
original box. $300 retail. Sacrifice
for $185. 275-0596 after 5
12 STRING GUITAR.
143-1846

CALL IRISH

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35C per
pound. Any amount Ph: 293-2954
SECURITY LOCKS for apt., houses,
stereo equipment. Aloe case-hardened chains and padlocks for bicycles
motorcycles. 10% off retail price.
Call Jerry after 6 P.M. 253-8777,
KILLY HEAD SKIS, 800 Metal -Gies
203 cm. New. No bindings ever mount.
ed.
Under 1 year guarantee. $125
Ph: 867-3627
WANTED-Child’s sk Hs for Xmaspresent. Apar, size 5 Net 2 inches
Can pay max of $10. Call Nancy 9 a.m.
-2 p.m. 252-0911
BABY FURNITURE COMBOSET:highchair, car seat, carriage, stroller.
rocker, cradle, table -chair, car bed.
Like new.
Paid $350, asking $49
227-8153
SONY CASSETTE -Recorder TC-I25
$130 new, Used 579. Like new. 9412655
FOR SALE -Manny* C2 105 lens: $75
Canon III RE: $65. Bolex H 16mm.
flees. $150. Spotron 2 degree meter
$65. Call after 5: 294-2939
POTTERY: The Shingle Mill, Felton,
Calif. Call Bruce: 335-7334
16 MM movie camera, B&H model 70-DL.
25 mm I 1.4 Cook biota!
Anastigmat i.s. Filming speeds 8,
16, 24, 48, 64 f.p s. New price $600.
Nose $295 incl tripod, case IS lights.
Cell Ozzie: 286-1111 ext. 72.
DORM CONTRACT! One week free
room & board. Contact Moroi 21174126.

DART STATION WAGON - Good cond.
R & H. New tires, shocks, battery,
brakes $200. Wing Chair, like new
$60. 264-8091

’65 COMET, 2
6 -stick, R &H, 43,000
mi , new brakes, clean $445. WIcrley
967-1391, eve & intends 2414975

DEL. BED frame & metal headboard,
$10 Stereo coos. player $20. Speaker
in cab. $10. Seville Class. Gail, $10
Port TV
T -cover for Sprite $10.
stand $5. 948-8261 Larry

’71 DATSUN 2402 Gold, Radials. 7,000
miles. $4700 Phone 252-2130
BRIDGESTONE ’70 350 GTR. Like
new 2,300 miles, $600
Call after
4 30 at 259-8517
ANNOUNCING
Tha Amazing
Auto Flea Market
Where Sellers Profit
And Buyers Seim
ATTENTION
FOOTBALL FANS
BUYERS READ THIS

ELEC. snot pkup BASS & AMP for
-dbl-pkup-$100 o r trade
Port TV 560 All etc cond 2939994
HELP WANTED 14i
"C 01 LEGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attraction shapely coed
for wgil-paid model whose pictures
will. *peer in nationally distributed
colegiste art calendar If interested
send bikini picture immediatelx to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144E. Went
Rout Tucson, Arizona 5712."

Every Saturday and Sunday
Capitol Drive -In
Capitol Express*. & Monterey Rd.
San Jose
PUBLIC AUTO MART

DRIVER WANTED 30% to 50% corn=
mission good earnings 9-11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Montgomery St 297-4228

’66 SPITFIRE: New top tonneau, and
paint job Needs tires 48,030 miles
Craft 241-7762 after 6 pm
MOO

NEEDED’ People who mantle better
themselves. Part or full time work.
Unbelievable opportunity. Call: 2479685 & 275-0120

KAWASAKI 350 Avenger 1970 Street
Excellent condition.
Low mileage
Most sell.
Call after 600 $600
356-4324
*49 Motorcycle -125 cc Bennett, made
less than 2,000 miles. Will sell, or
trade for car. 287-1847 after 6,30

AWNS

KAWASAKI 350 Avenger 1970. Street
Excellent cond. Low mileage. Must
sell. Call after 6:00 $800 356-4324
’IN TR SPITFIRE: New top, tonneau,
and paint job Needs tires 46,000w,.
Call 248-7762 after 8 p.m.
WOO.

Association of College
Unions Tournament to be
hels here Feb. 17-19.
The Regional tournament pits the winners of
tournaments from campuses all over the West
Coast.

FRONTLASH needs people to help
register voters Phone 294-9276 all
5 p m.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share my
sv/1 other. Prefer Up, Div Librarian -ship or Soc Si mai but not
net rrrrr y Pool, new carpeting, just
painted 58750 p/mo plus util 2875207 after 3 weekdays.

PART TIME Deliver newspapers in
Los Gatos week.ds & holidays
Approx 2-3 hrs per day. falai have
dependable car $10 per day. Call
Bill 265-1974

PART OR FULL-TIME job opportunity for individuals or couples with
management or leadership abilities
Inquire. 275-6646
WANT neat part-tim job? Earn lo
$500 per month. We will trann.Selary
positions available without investment.
Call Sandy- 246-0134

MALE ROOMMATE WANTEDto share
clean, turn. 1 bdrm. apt. 4 blks. from
campus. $62.50 p/mo plus util. 2987766

WOMEN STUDENTS, Houswivesearn extra Christmas $$ hosting unique party plan. You mite friends,
neighbors & earn 25% of all sales
We give party!
Excellent 5$ opportunity.
Call 295-4495 5-7 P M
for party 00000 vstions and infor.

HURRAY FOR THE RED! I ittlo Lynnie
tomes of agr, today Happy B.rthday,

WAITERS, BUSBOYS exp. weekends.
Must be able to speak Chinese. Waikiki Village 15466 San Jose- Los
Gatos Rd Los Gatos 356-9164

FOR RENTI I, 2, Si 3 bdrm Apt.
w/w carpets. AEK w/pool 5115, $150,
Centrally located 3’
h $193 p/rno.
miles from campus j.t off Almaden
Expry. 2445 Rinco.da Dr. Mgr. Apt
Cl, No children or pets. Unfurnished.
Call before 9 P.M. 266-1613. Quiet
area, conckicive for studious individuals.
FREE ROOM It BOARD for girl over
18 yrs. old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Neat
campus. Call Robert: 298-23013.
MALE ONLY- SingeIbehiligrehir
priv. Clean man only. 115 So. 14th
S.J. Phone: 286-2704
’ROOM FOR MENSTUDENTS- Double,
quiet, comfortable, with kitchen privileges, in private home 146 S. 14th
St. San Jose, Call 286-3025
STUDENT wants to share his apt
with one other. 3 blocks from campus
$62 00 per rno
292-0453
UP, DIV. MALE wants to share apt.,
Up to
Pref near campus
house.
Bob Kotch: 293-7337
$75 per rno.
COTTAGE FOR RENT. Upper div, or
$70 per mu Utilities
grad student.
Available imm,
paid.
Unfurnished
Call Dan; 287-8825 after 6.
GIRLS ONLY! New rooms withkitchen
pro. From $60. 99 So. 9th and 278
So. 10th
Across campus. Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514

,T
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JOBS EUROPE guaranteed& salaried
England, Switzerland, year-round,
young people 18-29 General help 1st
class hotels For details &application
send $1.00 to Jobs Europe Dept. C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91402
I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bends and other jewelry, all
one of a kind. If you have unusual
desires in this area call me st 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday.
George Larimore
NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma! $1.00 Bonus
with student 1.0, on first visit. California Blood Bank Foundation, 35 S.
Almaden Ave. (Opposite Greyhound
Bus Station) Phone: 294-6535
POETRY WANTED for anthology. Include stamped envelope. Idlewild
Press, 1807 E. Olympic, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90321
FRIDAY FLICKI "Out of Towner,"
7 & 10 P.M. Morris Daily Aud.
5130 admission.
A.F.O. PRESENTS a Boat Ride &
Dinner Dance Dec 3. Leaves S.F. at
8:45 P.M. from Pier 43 1/2.
"Get Donne Jack" You low! Keep
talking that jive to big N. "THE
COLLEGE LOW"
$40 REWARD: BrowhSchwinn
bike stolen from in front of Cent.
Hall. Call Pauline: 286-6597. No
Questions.
Cut Laundry cost in half, Turn your
underwear inside out
S.RVICES

MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet, spacious
1 bedroom apt W/w carpets. Builtin appliances. Heated pool. Lots of
cabinet space. $150/mo. 466 S. 5th 01
GREAT LOCATION!! Need 2 male students for 2 bedroom townhouse by
December 1st. $56 per month each
Most be neat 275-0596
WANT TO PARTIALLY SUBLET 1
bdroom to mature, responsible person 25 or over. Partially furnished
8-blks from SJSC. Prefer female.
$80 per month. Patti: 275-0222 or
738-1558
TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate to share large attractive 2
bdrm 2 bath apt. Close to school.
568/mo Call Diane 293-1597
PRIVATE ROOM at 22 South Eleventh
Street Kitchen omit College mates
only $55 per mo. Call 293-96441M.agerl
WANTED: Girls to fill house. 397
crnr. of S. 11th an San Selavador. 3
bdrm. Irg. kit., diner, leg. rm., share
bdrm. $60/mo. Call 292-3079
STUDENT’ wants b share apt with I
other. Own rm. & bath. Away from
Call 287-8032 after
campus Quiet.
9.30. Eves,
ROOMMATE. Own bdrrn 585/mo. 15
mon from campus 247-8154

8

AUTO INSURANCE- No or.ver reLow Monthly Rate, Ouick
fused
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc $2600,
Is 120 no 030, to 175 cc 134. to 330cc
$38, to 750 cc $64 David Towle 2413500
^RENT A TV OR STEREO $10p.r
month,/ r eeeee v ice, no contract.
Esche’s 251-2598
TYPING-Term papers, et-c-., experPhone 269-8674.
ienced and foot.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST E lactric-Mstrs-Reports Mrianne
Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave . San Jose
Telephone: 371-0395
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PER.
MANENTLY 235 E Santa ClaraStreet
Room 513 Phone 294-4499
FAST, ACCURATE, experienced typist, can edit Four miles from campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298-4104
Weddings,
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE:
copying, brochures, banquets, entertainers, portraits 0J:275-0696
EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing IN
Editing.
Ex -English Teacher, IBM
Electric Typewriter. Call Mary Bryner M 244-6444, after 5:30 P.M.

ILLNESS AND JOB TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2100 sq ft. Executive
3 year old modern contemporary custom country home on one acre with
rnagnifici.1 view. In beautiful condition 3 bdrrn 2 bath, built in her.
6 sliding glass -doors, boomed cI 1 ing
throughout the house. 553,500. 00 Call.
259-3019.

SPEED READING -We guarantee to at
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension. Learning Foundations. 296-3224

147 UNITS
4 Swimming Pools
GARDEN VILLA APARTMENTS
Neat-Clean -Quiet
Studio Apb. Sep dressing room.
Something Special - Dbl. studio convertible to 2 bdrrns; 2 dressing rms,
2 baths, krt and dining rm; accomodates 4 adults. Well lighted rosary.d
perking; night security petrol; close
to bus -line shopping, SJS. $105 end
up.
1319 Sunny Court, San Jose:
297-1200

TYPING -IBM Elec. edit. Term pap286-2620.
ers -thesis -inan.cripb.
Nr. college Fast, reasonable. Mrs.
Oliver

2 room for rent in home of multilingual lady Prefer female Mudents
Call: 253-6730
FURN. 2 brim. Carpets, drakes AEK,
pool $150. 555 So 108, #2 214-2353
FURN. 2-bdrrn . Carpets, AEK , drapes.
384 E Williams 09 294-3441
5125
FURN. 2-bdrm. Carpets, drapes,AEK
pool, $130. 560 So 108. 04. Phone
298-2170
FURN. 2-bdrm. apt. Carpets, drapes,
AEK, pool. From $130. 316 E. San
Fernando 410 297-6236
HOUSEMATES wanted 1M or F) Own
room or share Must be into communal cooking, open to discussion of
probs. and to Women’s Liberation
Cell Sue or Dave 293-8390 evens
ROOMMATE 1 or 2 persons to share
2 bedroom 2 bath townhouse near
SJS 2-$37, 1-$43 each Call Rob or
Tim 293-2494
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share my 2
Prefer
bdrrn, apt w/I other
Upp. Din Librarian -ship or Soc
Sic maj but not necessary. Pool,
itew carpeting, just painted. 567 50
287.5207 after 3
p/mo plus Wit
weekdays
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share clean, farm 1 bdrm. apt 4 blks
from campus. $62.50/mo. plus util
298-7766

LEARN HOW BETWEEN CLASS time
can be fast bread
Write for full
details t*o
Funky Bauble Co-op,
2575 Felicita Rd., Escondido, Calif.
92025

HUGE 1 berm. mot Ideal for room.
mates 1/2 blk from campus Infant
or pet 0.K 439 So 4th 293-3782.

BICYCLE repairman needed. Experienced. See Terry Speiser in A.S.
office in C.U. or cell eat 2916

STUDENT wants to share apt with 1
other. Own rm. & bath Away from
campus, Guist. Call 287-8032 after
9:30 p.m.

WAITERS, BUSBOYS amp weekends.
Must be able to speak Chinese Waikiki Village 15466 San Jose -Los Gatos
Rd. Loa Gatos 354-9184

HUGE 1 bdrm. apt. Ideal for roommates. 1/2 blk, from campus Infant or pet ok 439 S 4th 293-3762

$25.00 PER HUNDRED addressing,
mailing, possible
Work at home
your hours Sample and Instructions
den.
250 and stamped self add
lope. CHASMAR. Dept. CT, Box 263,
Elkhart, Ind 46514

1.09 )AtE .31
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price verten buying your
waterbed
Call us anytime or stop
over any efternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SJS at 400 Park Ave.
corner of D.., 286-1263

PARKING SOLUTION: ’71 Suzuki 1125 1300 miles Pert, coed. Under
12 -month warranty. $425 w/helmet.
Ph 226-3460

Motorcyle-125 cc Berinelli made
Will sell, or
less than 2,000 miles
287-1847 after 8.30
trade for car

Next to new "Burger Chef"

’69 KAWASAKI 500 CC
$503 369-8389.

HART SKIIS, Length III" w/edjustrible
tyrolean safety binding, Good cond.
$65.00 Call 297-2822

29.5-8968
s--.-&--.Te7
78 SO. 4th; SAN JOSi

1960 VALIANT STATION WON. Slant
6 ft/H. Runs OK. Good student car
Used daily. $175 287-9420

PANEL’54 GMC 6 cyl 4 -speed $275
371-5486. XInt Cond.

’IN AUSTIN AMERICA 4 -speed, R&M,
31,000 moles, nes battery, Slid. cond.
inside and out $895. 251-8723

Rentals

SINCE
1936

aliiimii.

no

queen is based on standards of personality,
beauty, talent, charm
and poise.
More information is
available at the Chinese
Chamber of Commerce,
730 Sacramento St., San
94108.
Francisco,
Deadline for entries is
Jan. 10, 1972.

Is Zen your yen?

Special Student
Rates
Rental Purchase
Program

01-1850 W Srgy
est, of the
.i K ing
in
$14
10
ySafeaerlyguat nantee dc ft beds
Also
Water Sofas, modern furnitur, tapes
Ii,...
Ask about our NRO policy.
294-1466.
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners: Basic H, Basic L
Food Supplements Instant Protein,
plain & with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics, beauty aids & personal
care items.
Phone 297-3966
John & Mary Rhoades

Orient awaits new queen
SJS Chinese co-eds
between the ages of 17
and 26 now have a chance
to win a free trip to the
Orient.
The San Francisco
Chinese Chamber of
Commerce is sponsoring the 1972 national
Miss Chinatown, U.S.A.
pageant.
Frank Lee. the

Pc1194AN2V4A a

Gap

’71 HONDA 350 5CL w/helmet, s. bar
0 chain Excellent coed 9675. 293’3636 after 4:30 p.m

The tournament will
include pocket and
three -cushion billiards
and singles and doubles
table tennis.
Winners in the campus tourney will represent SJS in the Regional

FRIDAY FLICKI "Out of Towners"
7 & 10 PM Morris Daily Aud
50C admission

GIVE YOURSELF FOR CHRISTMAS?
An 8" X 10" portrait of your countenance would make an appreciated
gift
$5 Addit’l profs $2 ea. Call
Bob 287-9190

GOLD STAMP your narne on Xmas
cards, bookplates, stationery, wedding
ribbons, ek Call Mary Jackson 3770560
TYPING IN MY HOME. Fast, occur ate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter, 1330
No. Bascom Avenue, Apt. 010. Phone:
244-6581
GUITAR LESSONS & MUSIC THEORY
TAUGHT BY A PROFESSIONAL in
a professional mnner reasonable
rates. Call 257-6518 aft. 6 P.M.
Ask for Scott.
PRIVATE FOREIGN CAR MEw/student rates.
CHANIC! S.*
Professional craftsmanship; honest,
prompt service Call 379-0489 Anytime for details or appt
Clean those dirty rugs & shine those
dull floors before the holidays. Not
more than hour needed tons. clean
& dry rugs Call after 200 at 2960225. Very reasonable
TIARSPOIllATION

II

S.

a

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3
off with
TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
free TWA GETAWAY CARD. Call
287-8668 for into or 297-1700 for
reservation,
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One ivay and round trip student flights
Inexpensive sludnt camping tours
throughout West and East Europe, including Russia. SOFA agent for inter Europeee student charter flights
Contact ISCA 11687 San Vicente Blvd
Suite 1/4 L.A. Calif. 90140 TEL 12131
828-5869.
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rep for
6 groups
FROM East or West coast
to Europe and beyond "If it’ anailable, we can get it " 10-5, Mon -Fri.
549-1995 or 843-1857 2903 College
Ave Berkley Cal 94705
STUDENT NEEDS DAILY RIDE Irmo Sunnyvale & college. Please
call 732-5145 weekends em daily al
ler 5 P.M.
WANTED: Rider going east b Minneapolis
Leaving twerp, Dec 18th
Call
-(408) 637-1226
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